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Marjorie Klemp is petite, standing only five foot one in height. She could be anybodyâ€™s

grandmother. But she is a spiritual giant and an adventurer at heart.Learn about Marjorieâ€™s past

life as one of the notorious dagger-carrying Assassins in the twelfth century or about her dream

encounter with Banjani, spiritual master at the Faquiti Monastery in the Gobi Desert.Travel with

Marjorie as she visits the highlands of Scotlandâ€”where she dreams about her past life as a simple

Scottish farmerâ€”and explore with her the multicultural richness and religious diversity of Southeast

Asia. Enjoy her musings on her affinity with Ben Franklin and read about her life-altering meeting

with modern-day religious figure, Paul Twitchell.Stitching these experiences together is what

Marjorie calls the Golden Thread, the spiritual flow that acts through persons and events to bring

greater love and freedom into the world.â€œWhen acts are done with love,â€• says Marjorie, â€œthe

whole world is raised up.â€•
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Everything 'told' rather than experienced makes this book sometimes boring and impersonal.

Marjorie Klemp is an extra-ordinary woman and this book did not do her justice. At only 89 pages, it

is a short jaunt through history--of her ancestors, people that influenced history, and her feelings

about how spirit was at work behind the scenes. It feels like a first rough draft--not a finished copy.

But at 5.99 kindle--reading anything more about Marje was worthwhile. Her marriage to Harold

Klemp I was hoping would be better--have some insights...but it was just a nibble of cotton candy...a

bit too sweet to be believable and not enough to satisfy.Love her though!She needs a better writer

and a longer book---in 1st person...not 'told'. She has many more stories to tell!

I just loved this book. I found it to be a true search in depth, to separate the material matter, and

come out of the mine with pure Gold.I also found that Marjorie was always searching for the purest

and most creative ways to serve in this life and in past lives.I could relate to her stories as they

appeared to be real, and down to earth, yet she showed how to find the pure gold in them.This book

is very uplifting.

I appreciate this book about a woman closely linked with Eckankar. I know Marjorie Klemp but did

not know all the wonderful stories she has to share about a practical spiritual life. The author, Dr.

Ariadne, has illuminated the life and times of a spiritual historian in a creative fashion that gives real

flesh and blood to the many lives touched by Marjorie Klemp and to the people who came before

Marjorie who helped shape her spiritual path. Thank you!

Just okay...Not enough about Harold Klemp in her life..Also it might have been better if Marjorie

Klemp wrote it herself.

I had actually expected more of this book, considering its subject. It's too careful and flatering and

not personal enough to leave a lasting impression. One can't help but feel that more was left out

than left in. A missed opportunity.

I had heard that Marjorie Klemp was an inspiring speaker, but knew little about her otherwise. The

writing was a bit stiff, but Marjorie's story was quite interesting. At this price, I'd recommend it to

anyone interested in spiritual living.

If you now her this is a story about her. Not many people kow about her, her life and spiritual



experiences. This is not as in depth as I would like, but engenderd more respect and love for

her!Wonderful woman! You will be inspired!

The life biography of Marjorie Klemp teaches us about the history of Eckankar and also about the

story and travels of MarjorieKlemp, a woman who committed her life to showing others that their life

has meaning.
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